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ABSTRACT

Code injection continues to pose a serious threat to computer systems. Among existing solutions, $W \oplus X$ is a notable approach to prevent the execution of injected code. In this paper, we focus on the Linux kernel memory protection and systematically check for possible $W \oplus X$ violations in the Linux kernel design and implementation. In particular, we have developed a Murphi-based abstract model and used it to discover several serious shortcomings in the current Linux kernel that violate the $W \oplus X$ property. We have confirmed with the Linux community the presence of these problems and accordingly developed five Linux kernel patches. (Four of them are in the process of being integrated into the mainline Linux kernel.) Our evaluation with these patches indicate that they involve only minimal changes to the existing code base and incur negligible performance overhead.

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite years of research, code injection attacks continue to be one of the major ways of computer break-ins and malware propagation [21]. Specifically, a code injection attack is a method whereby an attacker inserts malicious code into a running process and transfers execution to the malicious code (e.g., by hijacking its control flow). After that, the attacker can gain control of a running process and carry out other malicious activities, including the installation of bot programs for remote control and the modification of system files to allow for unauthorized access, etc.

There exist a variety of solutions [15, 25, 28, 30, 33] to deal with code injection attacks. Among the most notable, $W \oplus X$ ¹ is a scheme that has been proposed to counter code injection attacks. In essence, $W \oplus X$ enforces the following property, “a given memory page will never be both writable and executable at the same time.” The basic premise behind it is that if a page cannot be written to and later executed from, code injection becomes hard, if not impossible, to launch. Due to its effectiveness in defending against code injection attacks, since its proposition, $W \oplus X$ has been widely adopted in commodity OSs (e.g., Windows and Linux). Hardware vendors such as Intel and AMD also follow up this scheme by providing necessary hardware support (in the form of NX support [9]) to facilitate the $W \oplus X$ enforcement.

From the OS kernel perspective, establishing and maintaining the $W \oplus X$ property requires a sound design. In this paper, we look into the Linux kernel and analyze the way it takes to protect its own kernel memory. This is important as the Linux kernel is typically a part of trusted computing base (TCB) in existing solutions to defend against code injection attacks. In our analysis, we took a model checking approach so that we can take advantage of its power to rigorously examine the soundness and completeness of $W \oplus X$ enforcement in Linux kernel. More specifically, we first build a model of Linux kernel memory management subsystem and then apply model checking to verify the $W \oplus X$ property. In case of violation, model checking has the unique advantage in accurately pinpointing potential problems in the current Linux kernel design and implementation.

We have successfully developed a Murphi [10]-based abstract model to analyze linux kernel memory management. Based on our modeling, we were surprised to discover several issues related to Linux kernel memory management: (1) First, the current Linux kernel does not strictly separate the kernel code and kernel data, immediately leading to $W \oplus X$ violation. (2) Second, as part of its implementation, Linux kernel promotes creation of multiple virtual aliases, potentially with conflicting permissions, for the same physical memory page, leading to exploitable scenarios for kernel data execution or kernel code modification.

We have confirmed with the Linux kernel community the presence of these issues. We have also accordingly developed kernel patches to fix these problems and these patches [17, 18, 19, 20] are in the process of being integrated into mainstream Linux kernel.² Our evaluation indicates that these patches are compatible with existing Linux kernel code base and contain minimum modifications to the existing interfaces that manage kernel memory. We also observe that

¹Strictly speaking, the property is $\neg (W \land X)$, but we chose to use the traditional $W \oplus X$ notation to emphasize mutual exclusivity of write and execute access.

²For the convenience of kernel patch debugging and adoption, we have developed five smaller patches in total (Section 4). Four of them are being tested for final integration into mainstream Linux kernel and the remaining one is still being internally assessed for suitability in mainline Linux kernel.
these patches impose virtually no performance overhead despite a moderate increase in memory consumption.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We start with Linux kernel modeling in Section 2 and present the model checking results in Section 3. Then we present and evaluate our solution in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. After that, we examine limitations of our solution and suggest possible improvements in Section 6. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude our paper in Section 8.

2. MODELING AND DESIGN

2.1 Murphi Background

Our abstract modeling of Linux kernel memory protection is based on Murphi [10], which is both a language and a tool for model verification with explicit state enumeration. To use Murphi, we need to write a Finite State Machine (FSM) description, which will be taken as an input by Murphi to produce an executable. The executable, once started, will perform the model verification task and produce the output detailing the verification results.

In Murphi, a finite state machine description consists of three parts: a set of states, a set of transition rules and an initial state.

- The set of states is implicitly defined through the declaration of global variables. Each combination of values of each variable naturally produces a unique state of the system. Note that not all of these potential combinations are reachable in the FSM.

- The transitions between the states of FSM are defined through a set of transition rules, each consisting of two parts, a guard and an action. A guard is a logic expression that determines the conditions under which an action can be taken. An action is a set of instructions to manipulate the global variables, thus transitioning the FSM from one state to another. An action is performed if, and only if the corresponding guard is evaluated to be TRUE.

- An initial state is defined by a special rule with an action which is executed only once, right before the FSM state exploration begins. This allows to explicitly define an initial state of the FSM.

For model verification purposes, Murphi also adds to the FSM a fourth component: invariants. The invariants are a set of logic expressions which define a set of safe states of FSM. A state is only considered safe if all invariants evaluate to TRUE in this state. With that, model verification is performed by applying all possible rules to all states that have already been reached with standard algorithms such as depth- or breadth-first search. For each newly discovered reachable state Murphi evaluates the invariants. Should any invariant evaluate FALSE, the system reports an error and prints out a set of states and transitions that led to the unsafe state. The state exploration continues forward only when all invariants evaluate to TRUE for the newly discovered state.

In this work we apply model checking twice: one in detecting the W ⊕ X violation in the current Linux kernel (Section 3) and another in validating our suggested solution (Section 4).

2.2 Linux Kernel Memory Model

For proper modeling, it is important to understand how physical memory is being organized and mapped in Linux. On a typical 32-bit Linux system with the paging-based virtual memory enabled, the 4GB virtual memory space is split (Figure 1) between user space (bottom 3GB) and kernel space (top 1GB). In other words, the kernel space starts at address PAGE_OFFSET = 0xc0000000 (3GB) and stretches up to the end of virtual address space 0xfffffff (4GB−1). We also notice that on an i386 architecture, physical memory is typically split onto two regions: low memory...
and high memory. The low memory region starts at address 0x00000000 and ends at around 800MB. In Linux, this region is mapped directly into the kernel space, starting at PAGE_OFFSET and called linear mapping. Such linear mapping allows for simple translation between the physical and virtual addresses for all pages within this region. Specifically, the virtual address of any location within low memory can be obtained by adding \texttt{PAGE_OFFSET} value to the physical address. The reverse translation is performed by simply subtracting \texttt{PAGE_OFFSET} from the virtual address, without the need for page table lookup.

We point out that the linear mapping is established at kernel startup and persists all the way through system shutdown [5, 13, 23]. The virtual address space within this region is used to contain the following parts of the Linux kernel: BIOS32 services, kernel text, kernel read-only data, kernel read-write data and dynamic memory allocations that require contiguous physical pages (e.g., through \texttt{kmalloc()} call). Kernel initialization routines are also loaded here and later released as free memory.

Assuming the total amount of physical memory installed in the system is greater than the maximum size of low memory for the current kernel configuration, the high memory lays in the physical address space immediately following the low memory. However, unlike low memory, high memory is only mapped into kernel space when needed. There are two basic mechanisms through which this memory is mapped: \texttt{vmalloc()} and \texttt{kmap()}. The major difference between the two is that the former is used for long-term allocation of non-contiguous physical memory into contiguous virtual address space (e.g., for loadable kernel module allocation), while the latter is used strictly for short-term access to physical pages located in the high memory. Another difference is that \texttt{vmalloc()} may allocate pages from either high or low memory, while \texttt{kmap()} is strictly used for high memory only. Also, when \texttt{vmalloc()} allocates a page from low memory, it creates an alias: the same physical page will be mapped into the kernel virtual address space twice, one time in linear area and another one in \texttt{vmalloc()} area. The problem with such aliasing is that memory management subsystem has to ensure consistency of page attributes between all of the aliases. In the context of this work, both \texttt{vmalloc()} and \texttt{kmap()} areas play the same role: mapping non-contiguous physical pages into the kernel address space. Therefore, we treat them as the same in our model.

There is another memory area in Linux kernel called \texttt{fixmap}, which is located at the very end of the address space and mainly used by kernel to establish reserved, pre-defined fixed mappings such as PCI control registers and other memory-mapped services. Similar to the linear mapping, the fixmap region is established at kernel startup and persists all the way until system shutdown. Since this area does not represent an unique type of mapping that is distinct from the ones described above, we do not explicitly include it in the model.

Note that all modern multi-tasking operating systems rely on hardware support to provide virtual memory (and the \texttt{W+X} is enforced only when the virtual memory is enabled). In order to accurately model hardware support, we therefore include an abstraction of hardware memory subsystem in our model. Specifically, our model covers the mapping from physical memory to virtual memory as well as the related page tables and access flags. Our model is based on a single-level abstraction of the i386 family paging mechanism [2]. In other words, the mapping of virtual addresses to physical pages is modeled by a flat page table array (\texttt{pg_table_t}).

Each entry (\texttt{pte_t}) of that array corresponds to a virtual page (if \texttt{mapped}) and holds related attributes such as physical address (\texttt{addr}) it is currently mapped to and access permissions (\texttt{prot}). In our model we use \texttt{pgprot_t} type for page attribute tracking. This type defines two page access attributes: "write" and "execute". Since kernel pages are not swappable and all mapped pages are always readable, we do not model the "read" and "present" flags. Also, since this model is only concerned with kernel space, we do not model the user/supervisor flag. For the physical memory, due to the aliasing, we model them as an array (\texttt{frame_table_t}) of physical memory frames, with each physical page (\texttt{frame_t}) holding a reference count (\texttt{reference_count}) or the number of mapped virtual pages) and a most permissive set (\texttt{prot}) of the attributes derived from all the virtual aliases pointing to it. As a result, the global definition of the page table array and the physical memory array define the possible states in our model.

\begin{verbatim}
--- page protection attributes
pgprot_t: record
  w: boolean;
  x: boolean;
end;
--- page table entry
--- (mem_index is the memory frame number: [1..mem_size])
pte_t: record
  mapped: boolean;
  prot: pgprot_t;
  addr: mem_index;
end;
--- single-level page table
--- (page_index is the page table index: [1..pt_size])
pg_table_t: array[page_index of pte_t];
--- physical memory frames
frame_t: record
  reference_count: 0..pt_size;
  prot: pgprot_t;
end;
frame_table_t: array[mem_index] of frame_t;
\end{verbatim}

Based on the above abstraction, our model then captures the specifics of the initial state of Linux kernel. As mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 1, the initialization of Linux kernel memory involves three main parts: kernel linear mapping, static kernel image mapping, and mapping of BIOS32 services. Accordingly, our model represents them by establishing three basic properties as part of the model’s initial state: \texttt{S1 - linear mapping, S2 - static kernel mapping, and S3 - BIOS32}. The details about them can be found in Appendix A.

After that, we further obtain the transition rules in our model. In particular, based on the Linux kernel source code and our domain knowledge, we identify and extract a number of kernel function routines or application program in-

\footnote{Multiple levels of page tables are not necessary as they only allow to map large numbers of pages more efficiently and do not introduce any additional qualities related to this work. The same also stands true for the “large pages” introduced by Page Size Extension (PSE) technology [2].}
interfaces (APIs) that are used to affect the kernel memory mapping. Some of them are:

- \texttt{map\_vm\_area()} maps a physical page to a virtual address.
- \texttt{static\_protections()} ensures that pre-defined areas of kernel's virtual address space always have correct attributes (kernel code should stay executable, kernel data readable and so on.)
- \texttt{cpa\_process\_alias()} checks all mapped aliases for a given physical page frame and updates them as necessary.
- \texttt{change\_page\_attr\_set\_clr()} receives a block request for memory attribute change and translates it into a series of attribute and alias check calls for each individual page.
- \texttt{change\_page\_attr()} executes attribute change for the individual pages.

To represent them, we derive a set of basic rules to capture their behavior especially when they perform memory mapping, re-mapping or change memory page attributes. By doing so, we need the understanding of specific memory use-cases such as kernel module loading or unloading (as it is already captured with these APIs). In our model, we have three key transition rules and use them in our Murphi-based FSM description.

- \textbf{T1 - Set}: This transition rule sets \( W \) and/or \( X \) flags for a given page table entry.
- \textbf{T2 - Clear}: This transition rule clears \( W \) and/or \( X \) flags for a given page table entry.
- \textbf{T3 - Map}: This transition rule changes the mapping between a physical frame and a virtual page.

\begin{verbatim}
 ruleset i: page_index do
 ruleset x: boolean do
 ruleset w: boolean do
  --- set W and/or X for virtual page i
  rule "T1: Set"
    true ==> begin
      set_mem_perm(i, 1, w, x);
    end;
  end;

  --- clear W and/or X for virtual page i
  rule "T2: Clear"
    true ==> begin
      clr_mem_perm(i, 1, w, x);
    end;
  end;

  --- map page i to physical address pa with prot attributes
  ruleset pa: mem_index do
  rule "T3: Map"
    true ==> begin
      map_vm_area(i, pa, prot);
    end;
  end;
end;
end;
end;
\end{verbatim}

3. ANALYSIS

After obtaining the abstract model of Linux kernel, we further define the invariants to analyze possible Linux kernel states. Since our focus in this work is on the \( W \odot X \) enforcement, we established the following properties through invariants in the model:

- \textbf{P1}: Kernel code should always be executable and read-only.
- \textbf{P2}: Kernel data should always be non-executable, the read-only kernel data should remain read-only, and read-write kernel data should always be writable.
- \textbf{P3}: No page will be writable and executable at the same time in order to not violate \( W \oplus X \).
- \textbf{P4}: All virtual aliases of each physical page should have consistent access permissions.

\begin{verbatim}
invariant "P1: Kernel ROX Code"
  true \implies kernel_code_rox() = true;

invariant "P2: Kernel RO data"
  true \implies kernel_rodata_rwx() = true;

invariant "P2: Kernel RW data"
  true \implies kernel_rwdta_rwx() = true;

invariant "P3: W xor X"
  true \implies w_and_x() = false;

invariant "P4: Alias consistency"
  true \implies page_alias_matching() = true;
\end{verbatim}

More specifically, the P1 invariant is necessary to keep kernel code executable because non-executable kernel code will lead to an immediate system crash. The P2 invariant ensures that read-only kernel data that holds constants cannot be modified and that read-write data is always accessible. It also ensures that static kernel data cannot be executed. The P3 invariant states that any given page cannot be writable and executable at the same time. This property is necessary to prevent code injection and is focal point of this work. The P4 invariant is necessary to prevent code injection by accessing an alias which is mapped into a different virtual address with different access permissions.

With invariants in place, the model checker is able to provide us with examples of possible transitions if they lead to an unsafe state that violates \( W \odot X \) policy. Our experience with the model checker indicates that there is no P1 violation in the current Linux design and implementation. However, it reports violations for all other three invariants (Figure 2).

\textbf{P2 violation} The violation of P2 arises when kernel read-write data region is set as read-only. The problem stems from the fact that \texttt{static\_protections()} does not check for the correctness of new access flags set for the kernel read-write data region. While this issue does not directly allow for code injection, setting read-write data (Figure 2(a)) as read-only provides a vector for a denial of service attack. The reason is that the kernel assumes that its read-write data is always writable and is not equipped to handle this situation. This issue has been confirmed by a kernel crash, which immediately follows the call of \texttt{set\_pages\_ro()} for the read-write data region. During the investigation of this issue, we have also identified and confirmed a kernel bug that
can be used to apply improper page attributes to a memory region when large (2MB) pages are used in the kernel space (Section 4).

**P3 violation** The violation of P3 happens in two scenarios. The first one occurs in the initial state. More specifically, the way the BIOS32 is mapped into the kernel space during the initialization directly contradicts the P3 invariant. Note that the BIOS32 services contain executable code and, therefore, should be set as read-only. However, the Linux kernel simply indiscriminately maps the whole BIOS region into the kernel address space as writable and executable. While the actual BIOS code is typically stored in ROM and cannot be overwritten, such mapping still provides an opportunity for data execution or code modification. In a typical page table dump of the latest Linux kernel (version 2.6.33) shown in Figure 3(a), this violation manifests itself as a set of $RW + X$ pages within the range $0zc0000000 - 0zc2000000$.

The second scenario is related to the original memory management interface that allows for pages to be mapped as writable and executable at the same time, thus violating P3 (Figure 2(b)). The source of the problem is the absence of any access permission verification system for memory pages outside the static kernel image in the default memory management interface, such as when a kernel module is being loaded. To confirm this violation, we loaded several modules and inspected the vmalloc() area of the page tables for $W \oplus X$ violations. We found that Linux kernel indeed does not enforce $W \oplus X$ for mappings in the non-contiguous memory region (Figure 3(a)).

**P4 violation** This violation of P4 happens when a page from low memory region is being mapped into vmalloc() area as executable. This would typically happen during the memory allocation for a loadable kernel module on a system that does not have any high memory available for allocation. A module loader would use vmalloc() to load all module sections, including code with execute permissions. However, the physical page is already mapped once in the linear mapping space with $RW + NX$ permissions, creating an opportunity for code injection. We were able to re-create this behavior consistently by loading Linux kernel in a virtual machine with only 128MB of RAM, forcing Linux to allocate all pages from low memory and thus creating aliases for each of vmalloc() allocations.

4. IMPROVEMENTS AND PROTOTYPE

Based on the findings described in the previous section, we propose a few improvements to the Linux kernel. Our improvement involves the changes to the initial states ($S_1, S_2,$ and $S_3$) as well as the transition rules ($T_1, T_2,$ and $T_3$) such that no unsafe states will be reached from the revised FSM description. For debugging and verification purposes, we have developed five self-contained and independent patches (in total 703 source code of lines) to the Linux kernel, four of which have been submitted to LKML [17, 18, 19, 20] and are currently in the process of being integrated into the mainline kernel. The remaining one is still being assessed for suitability in the mainline kernel.

In the development of these patches, based on the counter-examples reported from Murphi, we revised the memory management subsystem in Linux. Interestingly, we found that there are two distinct levels of abstraction interfaces to manage Linux kernel memory. The low-level interface is primarily tasked with direct manipulation of page table entries, and the high-level interface is used to abstract page table layout and provide functions like set_memory_nx(). At first glance, the low-level interface seems a better target to address previous violations. However, the following significant shortcomings in its design complicate such approach. Therefore, we chose the high-level interface as a target for our solution.

- First, the low-level functions (e.g., pte_mkexec()) are intended as simple data manipulation primitives which cannot fail. Our experience indicates that any deviation from this assumption would yield unpredictable results, as the current kernel is not yet designed to handle such failures gracefully.

- Second, these functions operate on instances of pte_t type, which by itself does not guarantee that the instance is in fact part of active or future page tables. This, in turn, means that we would either need to check the address of each pte_t in question, or enforce $W \oplus X$ on all instances of pte_t. Neither of these options is desirable: the former creates a significant performance overhead while the latter one introduces unwanted side effects into all intermediate transformations of pte_t instances.

4.1 Fixing P2 Violation: Preserving the write access on kernel read-write data

Our first patch fixes the violation of P2 invariant. More specifically, as discussed earlier, this problem is caused by the inability of static_protections() to preserve the write access to kernel read-write data (including the BSS section). The fix is a straightforward one. However, in the process
of re-mapping our model back to the original Linux kernel source code, we discovered another implementation bug in the function try_preserve_map_pages(). Specifically, this function incorrectly processes access permission change requests for areas that start on a boundary of a large page (i.e., 2M), but are smaller than the page itself. This leads to a possibility of setting improper access flags to the memory area located within the same large page, but immediately after the requested one. Specifically, this problem manifested itself by kernel read-write data becoming read-only simply because it was initially mapped within the same large page as kernel’s read-only data. Accordingly, we propose two changes in the patch (that affects the file mm/init.c): one is to allow static_protections() to preserve the write access for kernel’s read-write data area and another one is to verify each small page within the large page for access flag compatibility [17].

4.2 Fixing P3 Violation: Removing mixed pages in kernel space

Our next three patches address P3 violation, namely the presence of mixed code and data pages in kernel space. Based on our model checking results, our investigation maps the related transition rules that lead to an unsafe state back to the involved kernel routines. By doing so, we are able to identify three distinct sources: BIOS32, loadable kernel modules (LKMs), and static kernel image management.

**BIOS32**

As discussed in Section 3, the current Linux kernel improperly maps the entire BIOS area into the kernel space as RW + X. (Note the BIOS code itself is typically located in read-only memory or ROM.) To resolve this issue, we implemented a patch that dynamically maps BIOS32 services into the kernel space. Based on related BIOS32 documents [4] and [26], it requires at most two pages to be executable per BIOS32 service, and none of them are expected to be writable. As such, a dynamic service mapping of BIOS32 services can be established at the time of service discovery, and with appropriate (and \( W \oplus X \)-compliant) access permissions. As part of our patch, we added the BIOS32 service mapper to pci/pebios.c and removed unnecessary protection for the area of physical memory under 2MB from arch/x86/mm/pageattr.c. Also, we revised the file mm/init.c to properly report kernel text addresses [18] because of the BIOS32 changes.

**LKMs**

The second source of violating \( W \oplus X \) is located in the support of LKMs. In particular, since all vmalloc() allocations default to “data” access mode (RW + NX), the only source of mixed pages in this area is LKMs as their code is explicitly marked as “executable”. More specifically, dynamic kernel linker allocates each loadable module in two parts: module init and module core. The init part of the module will be discarded after initialization, while core will stay resident in the kernel. In order to minimize a module’s footprint, the linker chooses the minimum amount of spacing necessary between each of the module’s sections - just enough to accommodate necessary section alignment, which introduces mixed kernel pages. Accordingly, our patch allocates module sections in three groups: text, read-only data, read-write data and further adjusts the linker to align each of the groups on a page boundary, ensuring that each page contains only sections from the same group. Next, our patch assigns a set of appropriate access permissions to all pages of each group as follows: read-only for text and read-only data, non-executable for read-only data and read-write data. As this patch will inevitably introduce additional memory consumption (Section 5), we create a compile-time option (i.e., CONFIG_DEBUG_SET_MODULE_RNX) to turn on or off the functionality of this patch as needed [20].

**Static kernel image**

Similar to the support of LKMs, our next patch includes the code to split all sections of the static kernel image into three groups: text, read-only data, and read-write data. Specifically, our patch addresses necessary group alignment by modifying the related linker script (kernel/vmlinux.lds.S) and assigns proper access permissions to the pages of each group at the end of kernel initialization (mm/init.c [19]). The functionality of this patch is always enabled.

4.3 Fixing P4 Violation: Disabling memory aliasing with permission conflicts

The remaining patch addresses the P4 violation. In particular, as we have mentioned in Section 2.2, memory alias han-
To enforce $W \oplus X$, our patch needs to modify the alias handling routine such that it will propagate changes of all access flags to all aliases. This can be achieved by setting checkalias = 1 for all page attribute modifications.

```c
static inline pgprot_t
process_WxorX_violation(pgpot_t prot,
                        unsigned long address, unsigned long pfn)
{
    ...
    * Set NX, just in case */
    pgprot_val(prot) |= _PAGE_NX;
    return prot;
}
```

In addition, our patch implemented a helper routine `process_WxorX_violation()` (a part of mm/pageattr.c) for the strict enforcement of $W \oplus X$ property. Particularly, this function will be called for each page that is about to violate $W \oplus X$ property, before the new protection attributes can be applied. Because of the presence of aliasing, this routine is called for any inconsistency of memory protection attributes in aliases as well. If there are conflicting attributes, this function will by default set NX flag for all related pages and logs an error message detailing the associated virtual and physical addresses.

5. EVALUATION

Our improvements aim to make the Linux kernel conform to the $W \oplus X$ property by guaranteeing exclusivity of write and execute page access. This means that all of the kernel code that follows the interfaces in place will automatically be compliant with $W \oplus X$ without additional modifications. To rigorously verify the $W \oplus X$ compliance, we revise the previous FSM description to reflect our patches (Section 4). Also, in order to avoid unnecessary state explosion, we chose a minimal configuration where we only modeled a system that contains one virtual page of each type: kernel text, kernel read-only data, kernel read-write data, linear mapping. To allow for variability, we use two pages in non-contiguous mappings, and model the physical memory with one more page frame than the total size of the virtual address space. In addition, the model contained a proposed memory interface, a full set of rules, and invariants to establish and monitor the $W \oplus X$ property. The model checker examined 27942 states and 7823760 rules without detecting any violations.

In order to further confirm the validity of our approach in a real system, we used a minimal Ubuntu Server 8.04.4 LTS [32] system that runs the latest vanilla Linux 2.6.33 kernel [16]. Note the vanilla Linux kernel has been compiled with Generic Ubuntu configuration, and then booted and inspected. In Figure 3(a), we show the virtual memory layout in the vanilla Linux kernel. It shows that while all necessary elements of code and data separation are indeed present, they are not applied in a consistent manner. Specifically, $RO$ and $NX$ flags are used sparsely. As shown from the detailed kernel page table dump (Figure 3(a)), it fails to establish $W \oplus X$ property.

In comparison, we applied our patch set to the same kernel and repeated the inspection. A clear difference can be observed on Figure 3(b): we have successfully eliminated all pages with mixed access. Specifically, the following changes are noteworthy:

- a 2Mb area between 0xc0000000 and 0xc0200000 is now marked as $RW \oplus NX$, except for two $RO \oplus X$ pages 0xc00f6000 - 0xc00f6d00 reserved for BIOS32 services.
- Static Kernel image (0xc02000000 - 0xc08a3000) is clearly partitioned in three sections: $RO \oplus X$ code (0xc02000000 - 0xc06f6e000), $RO \oplus NX$ read-only data (0xc08a3000 - 0xc084c000), and $RW \oplus NX$ read-write data (0xc084d000 - 0xc08a3000).
- Loadable Kernel Modules (see addresses 0x8282a000 - 0x8282f000 and 0x8282b000 - 0x8282c000) are now clearly split into three parts: $RO \oplus X$ code, $RO \oplus NX$ read-only data, and $RW \oplus NX$ read-write data.

Performance and Memory Overhead

To evaluate the performance overhead introduced, we measured its run-time overhead with three tasks: UnixBench 5.1.2 [31] (index test group, SMP and Uniprocessor configurations), Linux kernel compilation, and compression time of 10GB random data stream. All tests have been performed on Ubuntu Server 8.04.4 LTS with Linux 2.6.33 compiled for i386 architecture in standard Ubuntu Server configuration except for PAE enabled, and XEN disabled. Our test platform is a Gigabyte MA78G-DS3HP system (AMD RS780/SB700 chipset) with dual-core AMD Athlon 4850e processor (family 15, model 107, stepping 2) and 8GB of PC2-6400 RAM in dual-channel configuration (4x2GB, CL5). The results are shown in Table 1.

Our results indicate that our patch set does not affect overall system performance in a measurable way. In particular, the first four patches (related to static kernel image, LKM, and BIOS32) do not introduce any additional performance overhead as all additional work are mainly performed at compile-time. Though there is a slight overhead incurred during the kernel/module initialization, it does not affect the runtime performance after initialization. Among the five patches, the only patch that involves run-time penalty is the compliance checking of $W \oplus X$ for each kernel page table update (i.e., in the helper routine `process_WxorX_violation()`).

Next, we evaluate the memory overhead introduced into the kernel by our patches. We first investigate the difference in the size of the static kernel image and memory allocated to individual modules. As can be seen on Figure 4, the size of the static kernel image has increased from 6793KB (4660KB text + 2133KB data) to 6796KB (4664KB text + 2132KB data). This increase constitutes a mere 0.04%, and is thus not significant.

We also used the same system to load 44 kernel modules of varying sizes. Due to the fact that our patch set affects the layout of different module sections, the total size of these 44 modules (reported by running the `lsmod` command) is increased from 1,265,502B to 1,493,138B (an increase of 22.01%). Note that the module sizes reported by `lsmod`...
could be misleading, as they do not reflect the fact that kernel allocates memory for modules at the page granularity. This means that the true measure of module memory consumption should be the memory (in terms of pages) allocated to the module, not the module size. With that, if we can take the whole-page allocation into account, the memory overhead is increased from 322 pages (size of 4K) to 382 pages (an increase of 22.17%). We believe such memory overhead is moderate and within an acceptable range for modern server and desktop systems, especially considering the current price drop of physical memory. In the meantime, we also recognize that such increase in memory consumption might be unwanted in certain memory-constrained applications, such as embedded systems. Because of that, our patch is provided as a compile-time option that may be enabled or disabled as needed.

6. DISCUSSION

As with many other real-world protection systems, our approach comes with a few limitations. First of all, for the purpose of verifying Linux kernel \( W \oplus X \) enforcement, our approach assumes that the static kernel image and LKMs are trusted. More specifically, the kernel (including LKMs) is assumed to follow the transition rules (Section 2.2) to manage the kernel memory. If this assumption is violated, the invariants derived in this work may not be valid. Note that such trust can be potentially established by means of kernel/driver signing [12, 27, 28, 30], which falls outside the scope of this work. Second, it is important to note that while providing \( W \oplus X \) is helpful to block code injection attacks, \( W \oplus X \) itself does not prevent other types of attacks, such as “return-into-libc” [14]. Third, since our modeling is based on the correctness of the internal kernel APIs, any code inside the function that modifies page tables directly will not be prevented from doing so. Finally, although we establish a \( W \oplus X \) property in the Linux kernel, there are a few exceptions that we had to consider for the implementation of our patches. For example, a special accommodation had to be made for kernel’s built-in function tracing facility - ftrace [1]. The function tracing facility essentially requires dynamically modifying kernel code, which is in conflict with our \( W \oplus X \) enforcement. As a result, we have to allow a short window of \( W \oplus X \) violation while ftrace is in use to place its trace points (that requires modifying kernel’s code at run time).

7. RELATED WORK

Model checking for improved security The first category of related work includes recent efforts that leverage model checking to improve systems security. For example, Mitchell et al. [22] applied model checking to successfully verify the correctness of (and find bugs in) security protocol specifications. Chen et al. [8] utilized model checking to analyze or demystify the confusing setuid system calls. Others [6, 7, 11, 29, 34] have used software model checking and static analysis to find a general class of bugs in source code. In contrast, our focus is on the analysis and verification of \( W \oplus X \) enforcement for Linux kernel memory protection.

\( W \oplus X \) enforcement The second category of related work aims at enforcing \( W \oplus X \) as an effective defense against code injection attacks. For example, SecVisor [30] and NICKLE [28] use custom hypervisors to enforce code protection and data non-execution. Such protection is achieved through effectively separating code and data address spaces. Both methods make it impossible to modify code and to execute data without going through the special authentication mechanisms controlled by a hypervisor. Note that even with hardware-based full virtualization support, they inevitably lead to significant performance degradation, as policy enforcement requires additional management activities that consume extra clock cycles and cause cache pollution. Others take advantage of standard hardware protection features in the most straightforward manner and introduce minimal impact. For examples, both PaX [25] and ExecShield [33] make use of standard memory protection features found in most architectures to achieve \( W \oplus X \) property. Shared with our approach, these patches separate memory pages into two categories: code and data. Code pages are set as RO + X, while data as RW + NX. However, our approach is different from them in that we use a model checking approach to systematically analyze the \( W \oplus X \) protection in the Linux kernel memory space while others mainly concentrate on userspace application protection. Also, our solution is based on the model-checking approach, which is appropriate for formal verification.
Other code injection defense mechanisms The third category of related work contains other approaches to defend against code injection attacks. For example, two other notable ways in this category include Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [24, 25] and Instruction Set Randomization [15, 3]. ASLR is based on the idea of randomization of all major components within the application address space. This typically involves introducing random offsets in the layout of all major sections of the primary executable and the libraries it requires at link-time. This type of protection is already included in the mainline kernel and used exclusively for userspace. Instruction set randomization takes a somewhat different approach by randomizing the actual machine instruction set. This is achieved by creating a virtual machine with unique instruction encoding for each run. Compatibility with pre-compiled binaries is established by load-time binary translator, which converts the code from well-known “generic” instruction encoding to the encoding used in the specific virtual machine. Such approaches are not widely deployable since dynamic instruction sets are not supported by any modern hardware and software-based emulation likely introduces prohibitive performance overhead.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a model checking-based approach to analyze the $W \oplus X$ protection in the Linux kernel space. Our modeling has led to the discovery of several real problems in the current Linux kernel design and implementation. Based on the model checking results, we have accordingly developed five kernel patches to fix them and four of them are in the process of being integrated into the mainline Linux kernel. Our evaluation with these patches indicate that they involve minimal changes and incur negligible performance overhead to the Linux kernel.
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Appendix A: Defining the Initial State in the Model

procedure map_linear();
begin
  -- page count starts from 1, therefore +1
for va: (page_offset+1) .. (page_offset+kernel_direct_size) do
  -- l1: linear kernel mapping
  pt[va].addr := va - page_offset;
  pt[va].present := true;
end;
end;

procedure map_static_kernel();
begin
  -- page count starts from 1, therefore +1
for va: (page_offset+1) ..
  (page_offset+kernel_direct_size) do
    -- l2: are we mapping code and ro-data?
    if(va <= (page_offset+kernel_text_size + kernel_ro_size)) then
      -- yes, set page as R/O
      pt[va].prot.w := false;
    else
      -- no, set it as writable
      pt[va].prot.w := true;
    end;

    -- l2: are we mapping kernel data?
    if(va>(page_offset+kernel_text_size)) then
      -- yes, set it non-executable
      pt[va].prot.x := false;
    else
      -- no, set code as executable
      pt[va].prot.x := true;
    end;
end;

procedure map_bios();
begin
  -- page count starts from 1, therefore +1
for va: bios_start .. bios_end do
  -- l3: BIOS mapping
  pt[va].addr := va - page_offset;
  pt[va].prot.w := true;
  pt[va].prot.x := true;
end;
end;

startstate
begin
clear pt;
  map_linear();
  map_static_kernel();
  map_bios();
end: